Case Study

SALVO
Solomon supply three new
vehicles to Salvo 1968
Salvo 1968, purveyors and importers of fine Italian produce, have recently
taken delivery of three new 7.5t vehicles with the insulated bodies produced
by Solomon Commercials.

The Benefits
Established in 1968 and now servicing the UK from their office in
Hertfordshire, Salvo are renowned for the supply and distribution of the
highest quality products sourced from around Europe and are continually
raising standards, particularly online, where they were the first Italian
wholesaler to launch an online shopping platform in 2013.
Solomon Commercials bodywork is built to an exacting standard, designed
to withstand even the most rigorous delivery schedules. Sitting proudly on
a striking Iveco Eurocargo ML75E chassis-cab, with eye-catching body wrap
livery, the Solomon body, combined with a GAH XTF43T refrigeration unit, is
designed to maintain controlled temperatures all-year round.
Looking to increase their existing payload and ease their operation, these
vehicles were constructed with aluminium sub-frames to reduce their weight
as well as including a pallet width side door to enable products to be delivered
from the front and rear of the vehicle at the same time.

The interior kick strip has been doubled in height and secured to a full length
internal structure to prevent bowing and ultimately irreversible damage.
‘Having worked with Solomon for a number of years, building a good working
relationship with their mobile engineers and experiencing, first hand, the quality
of their workmanship, the decision was taken to offer them the opportunity to
construct our new vehicles.
From previous experience, we were able to provide a base design but then
through various consultations, design proposals and discussions we came up
with the final spec which looks to be perfect for our current operation.
I have a great relationship with their people who are always happy to assist
with our requirements’ - George Georgiou (Transport and Logistics Manager)
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